Selective Call Forwarding

Selective Call Forwarding lets you choose specific calls to transfer to a local, long-distance or mobile number. Use it to send only those calls you don’t want to miss.

To Activate

*63

A recording will tell you how to forward up to 15 important phone numbers to another number you choose.

To Cancel

*83

How to use Selective Call Forwarding

• Lift the receiver and press *63. Following the recorded instructions to identify the calls you wish to forward and the number that the calls should be forwarded to.

• Select up to 15 different numbers to forward. Forwarded numbers must originate from a local or local long-distance area.

• When a call is received from one of your select numbers, it is automatically forwarded to you at the number you programmed.

• Calls you have not chosen to forward can still be received.

How to cancel Call Forwarding

• Lift the receiver and press *83. Follow the recorded instructions.

Available in most areas. Some restrictions apply. Measured service and long-distance charges may apply for completed calls.
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